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Ombudsman's Annual Report Presented 
This report covers the activities -of the 
Ombudsman of the Baruch College Com-
munity for the two semester period Spring 
and Fall 1971. The present Ombudsman, 
Professor Seymour M. Kwerel, of the 
Departmentof Statistics, was elected by the 
Baruch College Community Conference 
(BCCC) on January 31, 1971 for an initiaT 
one-year term of office. The charter of the 
BCCC which set up the independent office of 
the Ombudsman states that he shall 
"receive " complaints and grievances and 
shall beempowered to investigate fully such 
complaints and grievances, and if necessary 
to make recommendations to the ap-
propriate persons and or bodies." The 
Ombudsman's services are available to all 
students, faculty, administrative officers, 
and administrative personnel comprising 
theBaruch College Community. His office is 
in Room 601 on the sixth floor of the 24th 
Street building where he maintains a 
schedule of both day and evening hours; and 
can be reached at OR 3-7700, extension 277. 
In the two semester period Spring and 
Fall 1971, the Ombudsman has received and 
acted upon a total of 117 cases. Of these, 73 
came from students, 16 came from faculty, 4 
came from department chairmen, 7 came 
from administrators and administrative 
personnel, and 17 were initiated byN the 
Ombudsman in response to broader policy 
problems arising from the aggregate im-
plications of other cases. . 
these cases have been-filtered through some 
or all normal aritfHmsfiraiiye channels 
before coming to titte'^Ombudsman. The 
cases therefore tend to be complex in detail 
and 6&3en involve exacerbated interpersonal 
relations between the parties concerned. 
Most cases involve an initial detailed 
discussion with. the ccmp.ainant.'s' of t_te 
background and specific circumstances 
leading tc the complain: and development of 
ferences with the complainant and the 
individual(s) against whom the com-
plaint is directed. These cases con-
stitute a continuing cumulative activity 
until closed- 16 cases are Active in that 
the investigation and discussion-stage is 
still under way. 
1. STUDENT ORIGINATED CASES 
Of the 73 cases originated by student 
complaints, 26 involved individual faculty 
jrfembers, 32 injzolved administration, 13 
Involved departments, and 2 involved other 
students. 
The 26 jstudent complaints involving 
faculty members were originated by both 
undergraduate (Day and Evening") and 
graduate students. These cases for the most 
part consisted of complaints involving in-
structional techniques, examination and 
grading practices of individual faculty 
members. In almost all cases, after a 
discussion and assessment of the com-
plaints , the ins t ruc to rs involved have 
agreed to act on those aspects of the com-
plaint felt to have a valid basis"! In cases 
involving an ongoing course, there has been 
marked improvement in communication 
and rapport, and an easing of classroom 
tension between students and instructors in 
almost every case. 
The 32 student complaint^ against ad-
ministrative practices involved 9 separate 
administrative activities at Baruch College. 
The largest single group consisted of l l 
Xo, aad. the 
Academic Standing.-A common thread in 
most of "the remaining cases were com-
¥ C C > C ^_ 
a clear coherent statement c me specttic 
items of complain:. '/Vhere appropriate, 
administrative records ars alsc consulted. 
These items of complaint are tnen discussec 
in-detai l with the person 'or persons! 
against whom the complaint fs lodged to 
arrive at an agreed-upon course of action 
often by both parties! to correct those 
aspects of the complaint felt to " 
oasis. 
of these 117 cases with, respect to in-
vestigation, compliance with, and follow-up 
of agreed-upon courses of remedial action is 
as follows: 
57 cases are Closed; and require no further 
action. 34 cases are Provisionally 
Closed—On Monitoring status. These 
cases often involve foiiow-uo con-
and indifferent and or inequitable treat 
rr.ent by administrative persomte.. _n many 
cases, these grievances " e r e compounded 
Z'r.e 13 student cases against departments 
for the most part involved complaints about 
departmental regulations, and complaints 
zy groups of students about curricuiar and 
instructional practices by departments. 
In addition, the Ombudsman, was active in 
several cases involving complaints between 
student grouos. One of these cases involved 
:nvest:gat:on. mediat ? : . C . - -S- s i - •anon o: 
:s:r:: 
:ne soring _S7_ senior J.ass -rres:aentta_ 
Of the 16 cases arising from the faculty, 7 
involved students, 4 involved other faculty, 4 
involved departments, and 1 involved ad-
ministration. 
In the 7 faculty cases involving students. 
the faculty members made use of the con-
fidential services of the Ombudsman to 
discuss the situation leading to, and con-
structive modes of response to, troubled and 
troublesome students. 
. The 4 faculiy-cas^s involving other faculty 
members .for the most part involved 
situations of acute personal discourtesy and 
breakdown of communication-
The 4 faculty cases involving departments 
consisted primarily of disputed involving 
performance evaluation. In certain ex-
tremely difficult situations, the faculty-
m e m b e r s . involved called upon the 
Ombudsman to fully explore and discuss—in 
an informal-, confidential investigation—the 
bases and .conclusions of unfavorable 
performance evaluation reports with the 
department chairmen involved. Since this 
course of confidential action in no way 
prejudiced any future grievance. by the 
complainants, they turned to the ^mediation 
services of the Ombudsman in the desire to 
avoid, if possible, the often destructive 
confrontation arising from the carrying 
through of formal grievance procedures. 
One case involving a faculty complaint 
about a chronic facilities malfunction was 
expeditiously resolved^'by the supervising 
administrator involved. 
3. DEPARTMENT ORIGINATED CASES 
In all 4 cases, the department chairmen 
called upon the confidential discussion, 
counseling, and mediation: services ef the 
Ombudsman to assist them in dealing, with 
diffkraU and sensitive^ problems J&volvlstg 
Of the 7 cases arising from administrators 
and administrative • staff, 1 involved a 
student, 1 involved a faculty member, and 5 
involved other administrators. 
The ~c cases involving other ad-
ministrators revealed and confirmee a clear 
need for the confidential mediation services 





:se :ases - . i » ^-_ y ^ 
r .nistrattve orac t tces . . . . v u - v a. 
plication of forma* anc :n:crma- mues wntcn 
have come tc the attention of the Ombud-
sman. 
c —̂  
r— • — — £»' tn response tne aggrsgat 
imp.tcations or tncivtcua. grievances, tne 
C~.budsm.an has beer, increasingly involved 
in an effort directed to broader policy 
problems raised by these grievances. This 
ongoing broader policy effort has involved 
changes in curricuiar and administrative 
practices, changes in formal and informal 
administrative response decision rules, and 
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The one man with the power to help 
University out of its maze of financial dif-
ficulties, the Honorable Nelson A. 
Rockefeller, has chosen instead to plunge 
the University into deeper trouble by-
threatening two of its mainstays, free tuition 
and open admissions. Both are scarce 
commodities in the Nation's educational 
community. 
The facts a re as follows: New University 
construction, described in the 1966 Master 
Plan (and, originally "to" be completed by 
1975), was expected to cost $500 million. 
These costs have subsequently risen to 1.2 
l)illijat=in 1971 dollars and will continue to 
^-r iseas the effects of both inflation and in-
creased open admissions" enrollment con-
tinue to have their effect. --—^x 
. Unfortunately, City University i s 
presently limited to a maximum of $500 
million in the bonds it can issue to finance 
Coatiaued oa pace 9 
ACTIVITIES LIST 
PRESENTED IN 
REACTION TO THE 
BUDGET CRISIS 
The following is a list of activities 
suggested for use on each College campus. 
The list describes the minimum. Each 
College should be doing these things and 
many more. 
1. College Coordinating Committee with 
student, faculty, administration, alumni and 
staff membership. This will be the College's 
most important internal communications 
tool. 
2. A Work Task Force composed of people 
who are willing to volunteer their time and 
work on the mobilization. Manning in-
formation centers, telephones and helping 
with mailings, etc. 
3. A list of speakers—students, faculty and 
administration, who wil be available at all 
times, to address community groups and 
agencies whenever requested. 
4. Visi t ing Teams—studen t s , facul ty , 
nrtymnintralMm, - a i i ^n^ and - comnHnofcty 
S. A&y 'Hdc Comnai t tees . E v e r y 
recogniza&te group at the College should be 
organized; into an ad hoc committee with a 
chief spokesman. This wiU include business 
groups, alumni groups, veterans, ethnic 
groups, religious groups and professional 
groups. 
5. Set up an information ceniegr '^o be open 
-Jv morning until late evening - - ^ . . - C < 
oroviding information on the budget crisis. 




~. Letter writing campaign with special 
emphasis on legislators who have not in-
dicated their support of the .University. 
Uetter campaign should alsc be directed tc 
the Governor, with copies tc the Mayor. 
Comptroller, President "of City Council and 
"ocal Citv Councilmen. 
and multiple visits to 
at their homes, zc their offices 
and in Albany. The friendly ones should be 
urged tc greater effort; the non-friendly 
ones should be exhorted. 
S. .All activities of the College should in-
volve the local elected representatives and 
should rely on their support. Contact should 
alsc be maintained with the other local 
officials cited in No. 7. 
: : . The College should organize massive 
oetition campaigns with concentration on 
those legislators whe need tits tr.rs: 
oressure and aisc on the Governor. 
11. Each College should have daily contact 
with every state legislator from the borough 
that the College is located in. This should 
include visits to the legislator's office, to his 
home, to his office in Albany, telephone calls 
and letters. A committee should be 
established at each College to insure that 
there is daily contact of this nature with 
every legislator..This type of activity should 
also be directed "to the Governor's Office. 
Friendly local non-state officials should be 
invoived as " h e l p e r s " with these 
representatives whenever possible. 
Beer Host A Success 
Those who organized it, considered last 
Friday night's Beer Blast to be a huge 
success. Of the^six^ kegs of beer that were 
ordered, all but one were consumed. It is 






S T U D E N T C E N T E R A C T I V I T I E S 
C A L E N D A R 
" • • - ' • " 1 3 7 
s 
->£_ 
faj T U E S D A Y , F E B R U A R Y 8,1972 
Harry Belafonie Reception 
O A K i - O U N G E 
12:00 - 2:00 p^n. -
M A R B L E L O U N G E 
12:00-- 2:00 p .m. — Harry Belafonie Reception ^ 
8 : 0 0 - 1 0 : 0 0 p .m. — Graduate Students Assn. Meeting 
lounge^Sf:00 - 1$O0 pjrn. — Graduate Students Assn. Meeting 
W E D N E S D A Y , FEB; 1972 
_ No Events Scheduled 
_ . T H U R S D A Y , F E B R U A R Y 10,1972 
O A K L O U N G E -
12:00 - 2 : O U p j n . — Hiilei Guest Speaker -
5r3fr - - f rao- 'p .m.• —-Even ing Session informal Coffee Hour 
N O R T H L O U N G E 
. .12:00 - 2:00 p . m . — Dante Reception 
M A R B L E L O U N G E >̂ 
$:30 - 7:30 p .m. — Evening Session In formal Coffee- Hour 
9 : 1 5 - 1 0 i 3 0 p.m. — Black Meeting 
4-SOUTH 
Im 
A U D I T O R I U M - -*^. ' 
12T0O - 2:00 p.m. — Speech Dept. Rehearsal 
F R I D A Y , F E B R U A R Y T l , 1972 
OAK L O U N G E 
10:00 - 12:00 p.m. —"Xoromantee Reception 
N O R T H L O U N G E 
2:00 - 6:00 p.m. — Student Activities Staff Meeting 
-4-SOUTH • 
6:00 - 10:30 p.m. — Forum^8t Guest Speaker 
S A T U R D A Y , F E B R U A R Y 12, 1972 
OAK L O U N G E 
/ :30 - 12:00 p.m. — Hillei Dance 
M A R B L E L O U N G E 
7 : 3 0 - 12:00 p.m. — Hillei Dance 
WOMEN^RAP 
A "Womet's Rap" sponsored by the 
Baruch Women's Committee yriB be held in 
the Oak Lounge, Wedriesday^:February 23,-
12-2 pjn . 'C'.-. -.'^ •••••": 
Coordinators of the program ' a r e 
Professor Florence Siegel (Student Per-
sonnel Services) and Professor Frances 
Barasch (English}. "Rap" leaders are 
Marie Lederman, Marilyn Harris, Dolores 
Kaminski, Helen Robison, and Bliss Siman. 
BIyth Bohnen of Women Artists Ad Hoc 
Committee will -be a guest-lectorer. 
Tbe purpose of the event is fa bring 
Baroch women students and staff together 
to discuss problems in education, careers, 





Tbe Society of Koromantee 
Will Present Its 
—Annual Forum on Feb. lith— 
5:30 p.m. in 4 South 
Everybody Wffl Be TfcereS 
Refreshments Served! 
JEWISH DEFENSE LEAGUE 
The first Spring Term Meeting of the 
Baruch Chapter of the JDL will be held on 
Thursday, Feb. 10 in Room 1103-05 at 12:15. 
All members must attendl This meeting is 
open to all students who wish to join oar 
chapter or who are interested in finding out 
about JDL and such students are urged to 
attend. 
-—N CFD 
There will be a^significantly important 
meeting o£. the Baruch chapter of the 
Committee to "Foment Democracy on 
Thursday, February 10th in room 1206. Tl̂ e 
meeting will begin more or less promptly at 
12:15 and will have as its major concerns the 
policies CFD will adopt for the Spring term. 
All members, friends and sympathisers 
welcome. Naturally, refreshments may be 
brought along. " ; :
: -
The New TheatronrActhtg Club 
Presents 
. for: . 
INTER COLLEGIATE CAMPING _ 
Winter camping on established cam-
pgrounds owned by a non-profit Inner City 
Ethical Society^ls now available to College 
groups. Canip Madison-FeHcia has its own 
farm, nature study' areas, and livestock 
besides a brook, trails (sledding and skiing), 
a pool (ice skating), and a gym on its 130 
acres'.^ The grounds will be used by other 
Inter-collegiate camping chrf» to- foster -
College relations in the CUNY community. 
If interested leave a ndte in Box 921, Student 
Center Office or Officte of the Dean of 
Students, care of Box 921. -: 
CAMPERS 
interested m a winter "Cross 
CkJuntoy_lSfei Ckihpjjj^^frip please contact 
Scott Harris or leave note in Bene 921 King's 
Student Center. 
' " • • * ' . • / • • . • - - - • - • 
ASIAN^STUDBNTS ASSOCIATION -
The Asian Students' Association is having 
their first general meeting on Thursday, 
February 10, in RoomJ03 at the 24th Street 
building at 12 noon. All are welcome and 
refreshment will be served. 
STUDENT DRAFTCOUNSELING , 
Our new hours are: 
Mon. — 9-ll>& 1-2 
Tue. — 9-2 
Wed. — 11-12 & 1-2 
Thurs. — 2-S ~~~" 
Fri. — 10-11 & 12-2 
If you nave any problems come in to see 
us. We_need more draft counselors, if you 
are interested see us ! ! ! Room 420 S.C. 
Hillei will hold a dance this Sat. nite, Feb. 
12 at 7:30. Admission is only-$1.75 for 
members and $2.00 for non-members. Come 
and Enjoy. — -— 
This Thurs. Hillei will hold a stimulating-
forum on Sex Ethics. Rabbi Klein and Rabbi 
Kaplan will be the speakers. It will be held 
in the Oak Lounge,.Feb. 10 at 12:00... 
fcf -V-—•,,£--
f* ^Tlrf -.„ ..-• *J '»£*, 1 
• A."«" . 
<*-' 
.. . - ;v 
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Art Workshop 
Mondays and Fridays with 
C l e v . - , - • . - > • : . • . : • . • . ' . • ; • / • - : ' := 
This week: Calligraphy 
• • ' , . _ A l s o -
Tues. Art with AAary 
Weds. WltfJFilfrice- Jose and 
Marilyn 
Thurs. With Ed 
M A R B L E L O U N G E 12-4̂  
hner Search Series 
Friday Nights 7:30 in 212 
With AAorty Mintz 
Music ̂ Workshop 
^Wth Mike^and Jesus 
Tyes* 2-5 in the Oak Lounge. 
Tues. 12-2 Lessons in the 




with Ken Wax 
Thurs. 12-2 pm irt 403. 
Student Debate 
Faculty Student Debate Series 
Starts next Friday. " 
There are games available in 212. 
Coriie in and rap with t h ^ 212 staff. 
Tuesday^ 3-4: Apaditorium 
Tuesday, 8-9: Auditorium 
Thursday, 12-2: Auditorium 
Firday, 2-4: Room 131 
in the24th Street Building 
. What's happening?: A Dancewith 5-piece 
Live Band! 
DATE: Sat., Feb. 12, 1971 
PLACE r Baruch Student Center 
TIME: 7:30 p.m, 
Barucifs first dance o£_ the .term will be 
held thi& Saturday night. Come down and 
have a great time. Free refreshments. 
Sponsored by Hillei with ALL proceeds 
going to Free Russian Jews. 
17th; 1972, itf the North" Lounge, 12-2 pjaa. 
Refreshments will be served. Try us, you'H 
like us!!! -
The history society will hold its first 
meeting of the term on ThursdayT Februarty 
itr, 1972 at 12:15 in room 825. All those in-
terested in joining the ^Society as well as 
members PLEASE ATTEND! 
Watch for more information about student 
registration for the March 2 CAREER 
CONFERENCE being sponsored hfy the 
Baruch col legiate chapter of the 
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION. 
TICKER 
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K 
by Abut R. 
-A\5etnam yeteran^AJanJias srved as the 
Student Body President of Staten Island 
Community College. He has also served 
as Treasurer ol Me SJ-C-C. AlOHinis^ 
~. Association and J'reaaurer of the . 
University Student Senate and sits on 
Committee on Student Services. He IS 
now a student of Business and Public -
Administration at Baruchr College. ? __ 
ourselves find hard to buy. We view ibe 
faculty as employees, a i ^ ^ ^ i f e ^ t t ^ c o n i 
sumfT^^Asixmsumer^-oledfcya^onTweiind 
few or no legal channels throughpwhieh to 
formally.. inb^oduce oar opinions in this 
commtmity of mtereat. 1" ^ " ^ y ^ ^ 
It i s ̂ t h i » tbese-^craxy factory walls 
ON EVALUATIONS " "" 
;^You were told that a *yisitor' would be 
sitting in class tomorrow, to please be on 
tinse,,. and be prepared in. tomorrow's 
assignment. And you were asked in the 
jiicest way "please don*t let me down." ~~L 
The next day resembles something you've 
never seen before, nor ever expected to see. 
The tesson actually begins at the sound of 
the. oel t -and he's off—! Your instructs 
suddenly glows with enthusiasm, and you're 
flabbergasted antf flattered when, for the 
first time^ he remembers ypur name. You're 
happy to see that the blackboard is in use, 
and you can even read his writing without 
squinting. Even those sitting in the back are 
awakened by his voice, which now reaches 
them. His desk is cluttered with reference 
material thatas new to the class The lesson 
moves iraoothly to the end of this round, the 
bell. Actually, this mate deserves an Emmy, 
but instead his Department Chairman has 
just evaluated hnn for the term. 
This story, although slighUy exaggerated, 
i s practiced eyery day in colleges 
throughout the^ University. Yet there is si 
crucial piece of testimony that is lacking in 
this professional observation, that is for-
malized student in-put. Naturally, the issue 
of instructor and course evaluations is as old 
as the institutions themselves,; l ikewse i s 
the evaluation procedure. Yet, no faculty's 
New Year's, resolution proposes even a 
Within itself 
employees, the?; 
. . _ — m , — ^ on the eauege-wide 
level and finally deliver recommendations 
to the President of the college. Rarely does 
the President go against Jtoe wishes of his 
faculty. In effect, the faculty hires itself, 
promotes itself , and thus perpetuates its 
own interests. One may aak, to whom, then, 
is the faculty responsible^ if it is responsible 
to-itself? ^ 
- My recent research for this article in-
cludedx^reful reading of the faculty's sixty-
five pages of Union contracts. Never in this 
contract do you once see the word 
^student" It is almost like unveiling a mass 
delusion when one reads: 'The Board of 
Higher Education and the Union agree to 
maintain the academic character of the 
University as an institution of higher 
education." For a great number of students, 
all that is maintained is mediocre teaching 
methods, outdated curriculum, and the 
same depressing!y > overcrowded learning 
environment 
Students -are not only consigners,, but 
natural born observers. According^ to one 
union contract, "at least once each semester 
non-tenured employees shall, and tenured 
employees, may.,-beevaluated^n the basis of 
at Jeast a one hour observation of the work of 
the employee. The employee shall be given 
at least 24 hours notice of the observation. 
Just how accurate can an observation be 
when giving a twenty-four hour notice? 
Students give prior notice for- each class 
period, yet they do not get the same im-
pressive results. .-.'., 
'.-.-thatr-'"-' 
''Students are peculiarly situated to make 
'-> -'J<?dfon>cnts concerning- the rfacalty-"-
member's performance in dischargmg 
bis responsibilities in the classroom. 
Since custon^ if not ethics, prevents all 
o^ers from viewing the instructional 
sftuatio^.students are the only group 
capable of ̂ gathering the relevant facts., 
On̂ jr they can, day to day, actually 
. observe the pracUtioners fulfillment «f 
his 'professional-- obligations—bis 
knowledge of h i » ~ subject, his 
preparation for the presentatton of 
specif ic assignments, his attitude 
- toward the availability to students who 
^may need additional help, and his 
__ conscientiousness in seeing that 
research and consulting do not interfere 
with his teaching obligations." - . 
Students must not only be seen, but also 
heard. Each student should be encouraged 
and allowed to fill out a teacher and course 
evaluation form th*t is acceptable to all 
• parties. Results from these forms should be 
used - a s ' a significant tool in measuring 
teaching effectiveness. These forms should 
be tabulated and made a permanent part of 
^ the faculty member's record. Students 
should sit, with a vote, on departmental 
committees to review, with the faculty, the 
.results o¥ evaluation. Students must then 
also be voting members on the college's 
"•personal committees. 
Students have never asked for more than 
a share of tins responsibility. In fact, some 
have asked for less. It is unfortunate that 
students have been given nothing. In rare 
cases where evaluation forms were offered, 
they were never made a part of the in-
dividual's record, and some were ar-
bitrarily disregarded in the well-known 
"circular file." ~ -
A s a result of wanting to remain in their 
ivory tower of security, safe from active 
student criticism, many faculty protest in 
the naTT^o£ptoTeRswtnal interests, when it's 
WHO SOMETIMES CLAIM 33a SPEAK 
FOR THE ENTIRE FACTJI/rST COM-
^mrnnrotrmH rx> AwiNjuSTteJfro 
THOSE ^ A C U l ^ Y WJKX ^ARE ^TRUEY 
DEIHCATED; ANIX WISH TO^ 4<maintain 
the academic character of the University " 
and not just a weeiny pay-check. ^ 
these self-proclaimed fa^ty -mou 
who not only resent and -feafe- „«««»„, 
criticism,but often resent andtear students 
we most not overlooir the fact that le have 
some excellent and very dedicated faculty, 
both leuuica ciiia^pn^tenured. These people 
1 m who they are, and they also know they 
e nothing to hide.: ; 
The students of the Ad Hoc Committee on 
Course and Faculty Evaluations are to.be 
commended for opening tile door. However, 
these students, and the rest of us, w « never 
reach our goals until a systematic method is 
developed. If we are to move away from 
- applied tokenism, we must not forget that 
nere at Baruch College: 
<^1. not all courses are being evaluated, 
2. not all teachers are being evaluated, 
3. no. student casts a vote on any depart-
mental personnel committee, 
4. no student sits or casts a vote on the 
college-wide personnel committee 
5. no student evahzations will b e made 
part of the instructors personal record, 
6. there is no evidence that teacher 
evaluations win be used as a tool in deter-
mining appointment, reappointment, or 
promotions.. 
/ " • ' ? - - - - : - . - .. 
It should be noted ifeiaHn March 1971, the 
Board of Higher Education .approved a 
bylaw (section l i .4 h) which requires each 
college president to: " 
Consult with the appropriate departmental 
committees- on matters of ap-
pointments, reappointments, and 
promotions; take student evahuUiocts 
into account fa making recom-
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UNITY BY CRISIS 
THE C.U.N.Y. budget crisis seems to have had a 
positive effect on the Baruch community. Students, 
faculty and administration are working together in the 
planning of the actions that Baruch wi l l take against the 
threat of tuit ion. 
Various plans, such as letter campaigns and petitions, 
wi l l best be executed if ail components of the Baruch 
community participate. 
This does not mean, however, that the various groups 
cannot partake in independent activit ies. Students 
^ t o m * * * T*s*rt Y M * * * M 5 % - t t w r e « n ^ * e * * r t v > e a o p e n i w f t i e r v w t t i a f r 
faculty and administration would not dare take. 
BEER BLAST 
•f the Beer Blast was an example of what students car. 
dc when giventhe proper guidance and freedom by the 
acrr^nistratlon, the future of Baruch ]ocks brlgr/:. 
. rse 3eer 3iast was wei! executed. ~hose whc vvorioc 
or it should be congratulated. 
Letter to the Editor 
February 4. 1972. 
Bob, 
Having been 2 m e m b e r of 
former registrat ion commit tee ' s . 
I feel c o m p e l l e d to f u r t h e r 
acknowledge the great success of 
B a r u c h ' s newly deve loped 
procedures for registration. Thev 
really work!'. 
Spr ing - r e g i s t r a t i o n w e n t 
smoo th ly b e c a u s e Ac t ing 
Associate Regis t rar ' s Temare s 
a n d D a n a o rgan ized , coor-
dinated, directed and utilized 
their knowledge of resources 
efficiently. For myself, an ordeal 
that had formerly taken hours, 
and in one case—days, had beer-
minimized to approximately five 
minutes of rapid card exchange. 
Recognition must also be given 
to m y peers who committed 
t h e m s e l v e s t o ' M e n t o r ' s " 
Temares and Dana. The per-
severance of all involved, both 
faculty and student assis tants , is 
eencouraging to those of us who 
thought we would never witness a 
change in one of Baruch 's most 
antiquated sys tems. Thanx! 
With hope, 
Don Walker 
To the Baruch Community: 
Within a few days, the college 
will be d i s t r i b u t i n g " C U N Y ' s 
"1971-72 Conf ident ia l S t u d e n t 
Information F o r m . " 
Among the questions or. this 
form, a r e your religion, a s well as 
the religion of your mother a r c 
father. We question of what use 
such information can be tc the 
U n i v e r s i t y . What r e l i g i o u s 
groups is it t rying to single out? 
We deplore this quest ionnaire 
a s a reprehensible violation of 
our civil rights and l ibert ies. 
We a lso ca l l upon the 
University Community to-refuse 
to cooperate with this b r each of 
our --Constitutional -Rights. We 
have reason to believe that th is 
information will be misused- for 
introducing a tuition p rog ram as 
well a s quotas based on religious 
and ethnic background. 
Once this information is in the 
Universi ty 's hands it can become 
a permanent par t of your record. 
Ques t in s r e g a r d i n g r e l ig ion 
were even eliminated from the 
Uni ted S t a t e s C e n s u s , e v e n 
though thrs_, i n f o r m a t i o n - is 
privileged by federal law and w a s ~ 
only for statistical purposes as-*. 
well. The pr ivacy of an in-
dividual 's beliefs has long been 
one of the inviolate principles of 
our democracy. 
J e w i s h Coal t ion a t B a r u c h 
College 
Hillel Foundation 
Jewish Defense League 
Hebrew Club 
Jewish Students Union 
Due-to the budget cuts this y e a r , 
if there w a s a*strike called would 
you support it? Why or why not? 
by Steve Hiller 
S h a r r o n R o t h m a n — L o w e r 
J u n i o r - D i s t . E d u c . — P r o b a b l y 
not; usually by some s t range 
c o i n c i d e n c e t h e g o v e r n m e n t 
manages to come up with- the 
money. 
Connie D 'Amico—Sen io r— 
Defijitely. Our school needs m o r e 
money allpted to it, riot money 
taken away from it. 
I r a S c h w e b e l — L o w e r J u n . -
Marketing—No question about it 
as soon as the s t r ike is ca l led I 
will go out. If tuition goes u p to 
the proposed $1200 for Jun io r s 
and Seniors it will force m e to 
leave school. 
D e b b i C a s t e l l a n o — U p p e r 
Soph.-Education—Definitely y e s ! 
Our educational sys tem is in 
despera te need of financial aid, if 
the. budget were cut, we would be 
in worse shape- than w e a r e .now. 
;.~V**^v<*fli 
Ronald Ventre—Upper Senior-
Marketing—I would suppor t t he 
s t r ike . Educat ion should be a 
r ight given to the people and the 
government should be l iable for 
the en t i r e cost. Our t axes a r e 
high enough. 
M a r c e l l a T o d - r i f f — L o w e r 
J u n i o r - D i s t . E d u c . — I ,wou ld 
de f in i t e ly s u p p o r f a s t r i k e 
a g a i n s t a n y p r o p o s e d c u t s 
becaiase I feel that a free co l l ege 
education should be a g u r a n t e e d 
right to anyone having the abi l i ty 
and initiative to seek one. The 
g o v e r n m e n t shou ld r e a r r a n g e 
their priori t ies .! 
1 
3. 
r - v z . <w =• •=• 
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LixhrSi 
b y J i m 
I feei no r eg re t for""*sfain pa t ro lmen 
Gregory Foster a n d Rocco Laur ie . This is 
t rag ic , because I value h u m a n life. My 
feelings, or the absen t thereof, have nothing 
to do with the m u r d e r e d policemen pe r s e ; I 
never met them. But, the institution they 
-represented and I h a v e had m a n y contac ts , 
and I 've come out on the shor t end e a c h . 
t ime." 
The unfortunate pat ro lmen were a p -
pendages of a vile a n d evil monster . I .doubt 
if the perpet ra tors of th i s das ta rd ly ac t knet 
theofficers e i ther . Never theless , the need to 
des t roy them was apparen t ly overpowering 
(multiple wounds in each body) . A force so 
compelling would h a v e to ei ther been built 
up over long periods of t ime or all those 
involved were momenta r i ly deranged. The 
la t ter is highly deba tab le ; one, yes , bu t not 
al l . 
The re are m a n y citizens who can ' t , and 
could never, unders tand how a group could 
want to do something like this* to New Y o r k ' s 
" f ines t" . Many of these s a m e people yelled 
hu r rah when the governor chose to send the 
troops into Attica. H u m a n life doesn ' t 
m a t t e r to them ei ther , a s long as^ i t ' s t he 
other guy. 
Whenever a represen ta t ive of this in-
stitution stops or challenges a minor i ty 
group member , dea th looms on the horizon. 
You have seen, and , if you ' re a minor i ty 
experienced, their overt cal lusness. When 
questioned, m a n y of them will refrain, " I t ' s 
m y j o b . " "I 'm. only taking o r d e r s . " -
" I ' v e got a wife arid fami ly ." L IGHT 
SIDE DARK SIDE says BULL!! Adolph 
E i c h m a n used a s imilar warped l ine of 
reasoning. Some will sell their souls for a 
dollar, others, a lot less. Dignity m e a n s 
nothing to them unless enclosed in $$$$. 
". . .Who steals m y purse s t ea l s - i r ash ; 
' t is something, nothing; /-' ^ " -~ 
'Twas mine, ' t is his, and^has been 
s lave to thousands ; v-
But he tha t filches from m e .my good 
n a m e — 
Robs^me of that seiacli not enriches h im, 
And makes m e poor indeed. 
—Shakespeare 
P—inl» 
Hell! I wish I could shed t ea r s for those 
fallen " b r o t h e r s " but, every duct is d ry . 
This institution over the y e a r s h a s con-
vinced m e that it ha s a reck less d i s regard 
for ray r ightsoas a citizen, a m a n and a 
h u m a n being. I s ay to hell with it and i ts 
appendages; like Fors te r , Laur ie , J o e Blow 
o r whatever their names-were or will be . As 
said, i t ' s t rag ic . 
The <3iinese B e volution was bloody 
T h e F r e n c h Revolution w a s bloody The 
Algerian Revolution was bloody The 
M a u M a u Revolution in Kenya was*bloody; 
a l l revolutions a r e bloody. So, will someone 
p lease identify this m e s s Blacks a r e in-
volved in in Amer ica and erroneously 
labelling revolution? / 
After each revolution that the oppressed 
has won, they Have been able to point t o land 
tha t is then theirs . They h a v e set up their 
own g o v e r n m e n t s and init iated their a c -
cepted life s tyles . In most cases the 
" e n e m y " was driven out, or, allowed to 
r e m a i n on a token bas is . I d a r e say tha t this 
has been the case in Amer ica . xThe 
acquisition of curb side spaces on 125th 
St ree t to peddle false hai r is not m y idea of 
the fruits of revolution. 
Brother Greg (Dick Gregory) says that 
we 've even been p r o g r a m m e d to believe 
that we have a " r io t season" , Ju ly thru. 
August. Can you believe our insane act ions 
in sett ing our minds and bodies free? We 
h a v e to wai t until it ge ts HOT .... We do it 
most ly in our neighborhoods We kill us 
because we ' r e angry with them. Maybe w e 
should send for the Ndrthern I re land Riot 
and Revolution Harkfbook. 
As said, revolutions a r e bloody ..... they 
a r e violent and they a r e 24 hours a dayy 365 
days a vea r . 
"Baruch vs . the State ' 
STATEMENT OF THE W E E K : 
Fool m e once ( h a ! ) , s h a m e or. you— 
Fool m e twice, s h a m e on m e . 
j y -Vii - '-TI***".- ZZ1 ~ ~~J&T 
-3TZ nes ; r -*-hc a r e Jthey, wha t Center for United Z^aocr -^CJLC:: ;CUI_-_; 
decided they would still h a v e tc br ing the 
issue before the oeoole. The*-* decided 'tc 
When a family h a s a cer ta in income and, 
because of inadequate and or incompetent 
management , spends beyond i ts means it i s 
in trouble. I t e i ther has to borrow or go into a 
form of bankruptcy . Often, the family finds 
it necessary to cut back on frivolities and, 
somet imes , even on essent ials . The s a m e is 
t rue , to a g r e a t extent, with governments . 
Except that governments can finagle debts 
out of sight ( thus out of mind) and tax i ts 
citizens a lmos t endlessly. That i s , un ie sHHe 
citizens don' t want a n y more taxes , a r e 
angry and ready to vote the r a sca l s out of 
office and a r e willing to take cuts in ser-
vices. Well, 1972 is an^election year and it 
does seem that the people (the rea l people a s 
distinguished from Lindsay 's constituency) 
a r e about fed up with everything so the 
politicians a r e beginning to cut money from 
the budgets . — ~ 
For instance, New York City is not getting 
$30 milfion-for the City Universi ty. And, to 
add salt to the wound, Rockefeller wants to 
incorporate CUNY with SUNY and actually 
charge tuition in the formerly " f r ee" city 
schools. Heavens to Betsy and woe is u s ! 
The lack of $30 million will, according to city 
officials, m e a n the end of open enrollment. 
"So what? The idea tha t everyone mus t go to 
college is just plain bullshit anyway. Karl 
Hess, a fo rmer Goldwater speech wri ter and 
magazine editor, never gradua ted high; 
school and Art Buchwald lacks a college 
degree. JSfow, before I ge t called a bla tant 
racis t ( I 'm not b la tant) let m e continue. A 
tuition isn ' t a bad idea. What it will ac-
complish is the ending of what is actually a 
giant make-work, welfarist , "keep the kids 
off the s t ree ts and out of t rouble" p rog ram. 
After all , if you have to l ay out some money 
in order to go to college you tend to think a 
bit more about whether the was te of four 
years is jus t worth i t - Another beneficial 
resul t of tuition is that t h e five and six y e a r 
underg radua te day session p r o g r a m s would 
end thus re l ieving s o m e of the crowding in 
u w *avy scixooto. svnrvTfiaraixrart&eisttKs wno 
win be depr ived of fee college exper ience? 
My answer to tha t is a s follows: If the 
auemenuary a n c .ngn scnoois were doing 
'±iayr ;cb the college exper ience would not be 
necessary for every public school g r adua t e 
in;New York City. This m a y seem to be 
" getting the question buf'closer examination 
shows th is to be a perf ecQy. valid concept. As 
it is present ly constituted, with Open 
Enrol lment and. " f r ee" education, the City 
University provides a convenient excuse for 
Shanker and "his union, and Lindsay, a n d h i s 
cohorts not to res tore the public schools to a 
decent level of achievement . After all, you 
-^cafr l ea rn high schoxxr~&uu)cclA i n - coBege 
albeit not for c red i t (though how long this 
condition will prevai l is uncertain; after alL 
Baruch f reshmen were demanding credi t 
for F r e s h m a n Orientat ion) . What the ending 
of Open Enro l lmen t will d o is literally force 
. t h e politicians to solve the problems of 
education or face t h e prospec ts of "a sullen, 
half-educated m a s s of young voters . 
So now tha t I 've commit ted myself on the 
side of fac ism and reaction (not to mention 
elitism) let m e ra i se a few objections to the 
tuition. If I a m to pay the s a m e tuition a s , 
say, a s tudent a t Albany I want the s a m e 
facilities. After, all , why should I pay for 
Baruch ' s poor plant when someone else, for 
the s a m e amount of money is gett ing the 
" P o d i u m " a t Albany. A solution might be a 
sliding sca le of tuition with Banieh s tudents 
paying a sma l l e r sum for attending a s lum. 
My other objection is that if students a t 
CUNY a r e paying tuition the tax money 
once used to "subsidize the colleges should 
either be used to improve the public 
education sys tem or, bet ter still, should be 
re turned to^the people. 
While on fee subject of finance I think it 
worthwhile to mention t h e l ibrary moving 
project. I truthfully am unaware of fee cost 
of hir ing a t ruck, contracting adults a s 
movers a n d c ra t ing the books. Yet, in view 
. of the d i s tance involved (one block) and the 
difficulty (non-existent) of fee task migh t i t 
not h a v e b e e n cheaper and just a s efficient 
to use s tuden t workers"? But that i s too 
-straple t o r t h e c o m p l e x m2n6£~fr£xmng t n e 
system and , a s we a l l xnow, simplist ic 
solutions a r e the product of a conservative, 
neander thal mind . After .ail, ^sose w h e n ±.e 
gods would destroy they first m a k e r a i . 
a r e they? Z r e m e m b e r being told, when Z 
was £ little boy how police a r e there tc heop 
people cross the s t ree t and t c . protect us 
illusion for many y e a r s a lways seeing them 
^police-: ss —y J r i e - c . my protector . 
As i s - ^ passed I began tc c h a r g e m y 
^pimon oz m e m . _ noncec now a . sn ' i -w'sr 
demonstrations they would firs; r ide thru 
with their horses , letting them defecate 
where we would be march ing . This was only 
a smal l incident but an indication of wha t 
they were doing. Z noticed how when in-
dividuals or groups were beginning to m a k e 
people aware of conditions in this country, 
s t age actions, going tc a t r am sta t ic : Draft Question 
i ooiics womc svenrua^iy sn 
•est these "Deooie cr. ohonv t r uecl 
tha t ^ e ooiicemen cha rges . It's t rue 
only doing their job , following orders , but 
through this they b e c a m e an instrunSent of 
the oppressors. 
Here is an example of this, recent ly we 
experienced a ra i se in t ra in and bus fares tc 
35 cents per r ide . Before Z go any further I 
would like to present some background 
mate r ia l . It cost 2.5 billion dollars tc build 
zr . t oaicl again by :he J e r k i n g people ~~~.c 
ride the- trainsT-The banks actual ly will g e : 
2.S billion do l la r s ' in te res t from the bone 
issues that were needed to ra i se the money 
to build our subways . We have been paying 
and paying more money for faulty, an-
t iquated, filthy subway rides with no say in 
the service or the pricing of the r ioes . 
There is an organization, the Center for 
United Labor Action who feel that the 
working man should not be forced to pay for 
the ra i se in t rans i t fares. That if it is 
necessary, the banks and businesses should 
be taxed, not the poor working people who 
cannot afford the ex t ra expense. They first 
took this issue to court, s ta t ing that they 
wanted a referendum to be put before the 
people .so that they could have a voice in 
whether they should be forced to pay the 
ra ise . The judgfcfcdenied them this r ight , 
s tat ing he did not ha^ve-any jurisdiction over 
the case . The ra ise then c a m e about and the 
cnammg open tne coors . i r c r n i a g people cc 
the issue and letting them gc ifl^or free. A.; 
first, the police issued them, summonses , for 
it -~zs 3. misdemeanor : let the people r ide 
have " i -ancsc and helped other people get 
r ich from. The police saw that jus t issuing 
summonses did not s top these act ions, so it 
was decided somewhere high-up in the 
es tabl ishment that these act ions would have 
to be stopped, ei ther legally or illegally. 
ZTr.ey then a r res ted the next se t of demon-
stra~rs,,*s and cha^sed therr wi^'~ "~̂ ^ 
felonious assault , theft of services , ob-
resis t ing a r res t , and disorderty-^conduct. 
This was done to tie the center up in legal 
action and so that the 'people involved could 
not par t ic ipa te in actions a n y m o r e . If they 
were a r re s t ed again before their t r ial they 
might have to sit in jail until their ca se c a m e 
before a judge. When this case c a m e before 
s. -ud.se. the police were willing tc dismiss 
: ~ t s : : n g z. ne^ 
ruest ior^ and 
r . Z r a r t ^ounseiing a r e 
column, which will contain 
mswers concerning draft 
calendar yea r of 1953. If 
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'-'on, num o€~* s 
If your number 
is between 5G and 15G. keep guessing. If you 
' ^o - : c ~~\a~ n-~ -•.'^-^ d o n ' t l^e.s~-
e a r ' s c r a r : -Cttery wnicn : 
n e e to those men bom in 
r-essm - s > • 
Oe.C'rr D 
Visit lis 1111 — ?.ocm 2̂C 
:ne charges- ;ne" .-«=._ uv::: 
.te.y jjigher-
ups decided that was not enough and wanted 
trie case To go before the Grand J u r y . These 
f ramed up charges show that what these 
people a r e fighting for is just and that -if 
continued the people m a y become a w a r e of 
the situation and demand free subways . 
r—xrs. 
This is -ust another case where ne 
policemen will follow orders given to them 
by men who a re only interes ted in power, 
not just ice. There a r e many people sitt ing in 
jai ls today, serving sentences, Only because 
they tried to inform people of their r ights a s 
h u m a n beings. It is impor tan t tha t everyone 
of you realize the situation and try to deal 
with it. If anyone is in teres ted in talking 
about the situation or trying to do something 
about it contact me at the Ticker office, 
307F, or call or wri te the Center for United 
Labor Action, 167 West 21st Street . 
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Problem andSolution—Putting Ideology Into Practice 
A. THE FUTURE OF JEWS IN THE 
imX(T~^ :—~.-r . _ . - _ . „ -
Overshadow^ all else, over all the 
immediate problems 4hat beset Jews, 
looms the great issue, the future and the 
surviva* of ̂ ews in the Gahit-
*Hf' Efflfg 
The deatt of six n^flhon Jews has in no way 
lessened-the thirst of a world for Jewish 
.and 
-tragedy loom for Jews within the Soviet 
Union and Eastern Europe, through Latin 
America^ France .and , perhaps most 
dangerous of :alHs thVpotentiatsituation in 
the United States—the heartland of World 
Jewry, with, ironically, six million Jews. 
The danger i s . a very real one. The 
?Radical Bight exists-and is notashamed~to 
speak oT its plans for the Jew. Extremist 
right wing groups speak openly of the gas 
chambers. At the same time, the growing 
Radical Left, both Marxists and black 
extremists, are joining together to polarize-
mis country; to drive it to extremes at 
either end; to erode the great middle. 
As the Radical Left throws the country 
into turmoil, the middle American grows 
frightened, frustrated, and angry. These 
emotions drive him to the Radical Right. 
Moderation loses strength.. Extremism 
grows even a s in Germany in the 1920's. 
And there are those who laugh or ask in 
dismay: Is anti-Jewishness really a danger 
in a country such as this? The cloud is on 
the horizon and, as happened 35 and 40 and 
45 years, the Jewish leaders and followers 
refuse to acknowledge its presence. 
Jabotmsky, in bis book, "THE STORT OF 
THE JEW1OT LEGION/' describes the 
attacks upon him following his an-
nouncement mat he planned to organize the 
Jewish fighting force during World War I. 
fie describes how, he came to veteran 
Zionist leader Max Nordau and asked him 
his fellow Jews 
. the street and see a dark cloud: He realizes 
mat it will rain and he goes inside for an 
umbrella. Not a Jew. He must first catch 
pneumonia/' . 
As the cloud of Nazism appeared on the 
horizon, men like Jabotmsky raced from 
town to town in Europe pleading with Jews 
to realize what was coming pleading with 
mem to leave for Palestine where the doors 
were still open. The vast majority of Jews 
ignored the warning, laughed at them, 
grew angry at them, attacked them. 
We look upon the scene today and, once 
again, we see clouds/The Radical Right 
wim its threat to the physical 'survival of 
Jews; militant black organizations who 
' have succeeded in capturing the minds of 
' the vast majority of black youths. Their 
hostility to Jews is unconcealed, prepared 
to destroy the ecoUumic and political power 
of*eJ«wmthi^country.TheRamcalLeft 
is committed to a Marxist-Leninist policy of 
hostility to religion and opposed to a 
separate Jewish identity—all of these 
thmgs we see growing in power. 
We see, too, a growing economic crisis of 
inflation and joblessness driving lower 
-- class and lower-midxue :selass whites h \ 
increasing numbers towards the ex-
tremists. We see me frustrations growing 
out of a Vietnam War. We see the jealousy 
• and the envy of peoples directed at the 
eternal scapegoat, the Jew. And the dark 
cloud becomes* a familiar one. 
And seeing this, realizing this, we go 
forth and attempHo make Jews understand 
v mat the problem exists and is a real one. 
Above. aBV we call upon them to begin 
immediately to make concrete plans to 
: leave and go to BMe hi the land of Israel. 
There is no solufion mat is a better one. 
Thero is no way 'that offers greater 
assurance of the physical safety of the 
Jewish people in the Gamt- / 
The growing madness,, the growing rage, 
the growing storm give* no assurance of 
"" being able' to be stopped. It is Aliyah— 
immigration to the land of Israel, to the 
Jewish homeland which offers the surest 
/ hope. One, of the great tragedies %of our 
times Js fine failure oTJewiafeorganizations 
and leadership to proclaim the imminent 
dangers facing usand to push the Aliyah 
with all their might and all their resources. 
They have learned nothing from history 
and the result could be, once again, a 
holocaust that might have been prevented. 
"There are only a handful of extremists. 
What can they doVYou-are paranoid." This 
is the argument given by many Jewish 
leaders and groups. But let us learn not to 
p a y a numbers game. We need not have a 
majority of people who are anfi-Sprniteftor" 
extremists, to be faced wim a serious 
danger / FEW EXTREMIST GROUPS 
> HAVE EVER SEIZED POWER AS A 
MAJORITY. The Bolsheviks were an in-
credibly small part of the Russian people 
when they tookpower. The Nazi party itself 
was a small minority of the German people 
and, yet, they were able to takfc power 
legally. They, were able to persuade well 
over 40 percent of the German people to 
vote tor mem. 
The point is that you do not need vast 
numbers of people. You need a fairly 
sizeable group, dedicated, disciplined and 
ready to work and sacrifice. 
It is not a numbers game we play here. 
What should be asked are'rather the 
questions: "Is there a rapidly growing 
militant group? Among the youth, is there a 
vast number which have been poisoned by 
hate?" The tragic answer to bom questions 
is: Yes. Add mis to the large numbers of 
adults who are angry and the danger is 
clear. 
We do not overreact. Quite the contrary; 
the Jewish curse is underreactioo as we 
learned so painfully in Germany. The Jew 
will, constantly, try to play danger down. 
He does not want to hear about it fori t is a 
painful tiring. He has- great faith in 
democracy and in liberalism, and so he 
underreacts and teus himself mat things 
are not quite a s bad as -they seem. 
There is the real danger' Anti-semitism is 
like a little bit of cancer. As soon as it rears 
its ugly head, it mustbe stopped because it 
sleeping Jewish community the danger of 
dissolution and the solution—Aliyah. 
" B. EXTREMIST GROUPS 
The threat to democracy and thus to the 
future of the Jewish people comes from the 
growth of extremist groups on the -Right 
and on the Left. Our answers to this 
threat—aside from preaching Aliyah, is a 
simultaneous total war orTthese groups and 
on their existence. This assault takes many 
forms: ._-_.—• 
We believe that a" ban on extremist 
groups that preach hatred and destruction 
of other groups and peoples is the only 
solution. It is toe-only guarantee that such 
groups will not achieve power. There are 
those who defend the inalienable right of 
people to preach the destruction of other 
people, to invoke freedom to destroy 
freedom, to preach and promote revolution 
in the establishment of a tyranny which will 
deprive others of the rights of democracy. 
They declare that no matter how heinous 
one's belief, he has the right to advocate 
that belief; to persuade others to that 
belief, and that the least infringement of 
this right is the beginning of the end of 
democracy, it is" not a new argument. 
Liberals in Germany and Italy argued so as 
they defended Hitler's and Mussolini's 
rights to destroy their countries. One 
presumes they had some misgivings as 
they were carted off to concentration 
camps. 
History is replete with visionaries and 
liberals who proclaim the freedom of man 
to destroy and who declare their intentions 
to defend this right to the death. Generally, 
their wish is fulfilled. 
In* the United States, the liberal sacred 
cow is the "clear and present danger" 
Such a view, both in . regard to 
revolutionary, dictatorial organizations 
and those mat preach the persecution or 
destruction of a group or religion, simply 
states that they have no right to demand 
that which they woukr not grant unto 
others: Nations such as Great Britain and 
Canada, true democratic nations, ban 
utterances of hate and thus attempt to put' 
an end to hate and extremist groups before 
they become a clear and present danger. 
We believe that anti-hate legislation, group 
libel bills, and general bans on groups who 
would not grant freedom to others, woukl-
they have power, are proper and legitimate 
tools of a democratic society. No 
democracy has the obligation to commit 
suicide. If one feels that by giving rope to 
the extremist groups they will hang 
themselves, he has only to look at the 
Germany of 1933 when a nightmare was 
voted into power by the people. 
At the same time, the sl ightest , 
manifestation of extremism must be dealt 
with quickly. 
Quite obviousry"we are fully aware that 
we cannot stand up to the total strength of 
the state. It is this very realization that 
makes us understand the necessity for an 
immediate firm activist response while the 
extremist threat is still able to be met. 
Extremism breeds and multiplies. It 
moves from a relatively small group to 
power with amazing speed. JDL alone 
among the Jewish groups understands mis 
and knows mat it must deal with it NOW 
while there is yet time. Precisely because 
nothing will avail us should extremism 
capture power, JDL has been created at 
this time while the threat can yet be dealt 
with. - - ' " ' ' ; " 
This is why we take to the streets in angry 
docD^.Wenejec t th i s .The^nrnacaJ led^ protests. The purpose is not to allow a small 
Auschwitzrejecteit t o t a l l y I t i s a c k K J t o ^ e ^ ™ ^ to%0 unimpeded. There is no such 
winch was not always the Uiw of the land, a ^ ^ a Httle anti-Semitism or a little 
and, hopefully, will soon be laid to rest Yiate, Those groups and those politicians 
agam. Once, in a profound opimon—a -wh© phvy a numbers game with us by 
^ S S S J S S S ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ L
 d e d a r i l« t h a t *"* extremist groups are 
When someone, over the airwaves, speaks 
about Jewish "lampshades" he must be 
stopped. If "Gas Chambers" are brushed 
aside, it is intolerable. .— . . 
Timidity, fear, unreasonable 
"reasonableness" and insane bending-
over-backward guarantee further trouble. 
They persuade the extremists that they can 
get whatever they desire. The policy of 
under-reaetion is one of a domestic Munich. 
Appeasement is inevitably disastrous. JDL 
will be reasonable but never appeasing. 
The Jewish Defense L e ^ e , committed to 
the rreanratkm of the aB-to-present _ 
to Jewish survival in the Galut, works on a 
continuous educationl program, through 
speaking tours and through literature, to 
bring, to the minds, of an apathetic and 
dangerfrom every such utterance in a nice 
balance of a jeweler's scale. A single 
revolutionary spark may kindle a fire that 
... may burst into a sweeping and 
destructive conflagration. Factually, the 
legislature has the authority to forbid the 
advocacy of a doctrine designed to over-
throw the government without waiting until 
there is present ah imminent danger of the 
success of the plan advocated. If the state 
were compelled to wait ... then its right to 
protect itself would come into being 
simultaneously with the overthrow of the 
government when there would be neither 
prosecution, officers nor courts- for the 
enforcement of the law." (Mr. Justice 
Sanford in the case of Gitlow versus New 
York)_. : 
COMING EVENTS 
Sunday, February 6th at 12:06 noon there 
will be a mandatory test given to all active 
members on the assigned books and 
principles and philosophies of The Jewish 
Defense League. 
Monday, February 14th there will be a 
prayer vigil held at Cadman Plaza opposite 
the Brooklyn District Court where the 
J.D.L. Seven will be on trial. It will start at 
10:00 p.m. 
Wednesday, February 16th we will go to 
Washington to speak to senators on the 
plight of Soviet Jews. Be at the I.D. 7:00 
a.m. For more information contact your 
coordinator or call our offices. 
With love of Israel, 
Norman Horowitz 
Get It UP!!! 
SAMMY, SIGMA ALPHA MU FRATERNITY, invites YOU to three parties 
Yo« won't want to miss! There wOI be a LIVE BAND, Giris, Govs, 
Doming, Rapping, Food Beer Drink, and YmYtiTt ALL ABSOLUTELY FREE 
• • • THIS FRIDAY NITE FEB. 11 AT 8:30 pm • • • 
IS THE FIRST OPEN HOUSE. Followed up by another on FEB. 18 and "THE SMOKER" 
on FEB. 25 both at 8:30 pm. Sammy is located at 229 -09 Horace Harding. 
Exp BAYSIDE, QUEENS (phone 225-9432) 
Directions: 
Take LIE going East to East Hampton Exh (right after Springfield BLVD) then 3 
lefts. For Bides & hrfo; Bronx Kevin 671-5562 Rodanray Mel 945-7030 Anywhere Jimmie UR2-2535 
Forest, M b Roger 275-7616 HwriHBg-gaytMe lyle JA3-1483 
V*ay 
-*- TUESDAY, FEBRUXkY 8,1972 TICKER 
i:f.K-v-..—. ;^''!r^:^vXS^.' \ 
M;$m: 1 - * ; 
University Senate... 
Continued from page i ;'^c -
capital construction, -an .amount far short of 
what i s needed to pursued necessary ex-
pansion. " '_• 
ReCorrgnizing ;the severity of the 
^$$&*&^^S>. fjgcal^prrf>leiiisy the. recent T'^agrier<3ommission" citizen' report on the 
£Uy^ University called '*• NvY^ ^Stater: to 
^•pr^resstTely increase its percentage 
^cjoodiiluiition.to the operating cost of the City 
University from the present 50:50 division 
with the Gity to a new level of 75 percent. 
increasing its contribution hy 5 percent 
an&i&liy until the 75 percent level is 
7 nGoVenSMHEloc^efeJIer, however, appears 
tx>have hi/own plans. On December 2a, 1971 
. I ^ ^ t 3 k 8 ^ fd~~aplp1rbve an 
amendment to the City University's 1968 
Master Plan^ already approved^ by the 
Board of̂ ^ Regents which called for— 
.̂-: X. Increases in acquisitions and space for 
senior'college libraries; 
2. Additional space for : the University 
Ceirtral^ •-.--' 
.-' JLTlfeeapenditure of the funds necessary 
fobuild a campus..for York College; 
'Most̂  importantly the7Governpr failed to 
approve the 2975^enrollment goals, i.e., in 
effect he failed to approve open}admissions, 
altnough it was funded in fiscal years 1970-71 
apdJL971^2. •-•.;'• : ;^ 
- - T5».crises, however, will not wait for̂ J.975?" 
, Acttagl during a special session, The State 
"Legislature -cut more than $100 million 
-dollars from^ihe proposed operating budget 
^^t&etCiry" University. In fact, the upstate 
dorninated legis lature * set ..the. .City 
University budget for 1972-73 at exactly the 
^ same dofiar level, as -the budget fdr the 
<ajrrent academic year. This was done in 
spite of ihe.fact that the University is ex-; 
pec&ng to enroll 6,000 new freshmen during 
' ihe-spring xii 1972 and another 25,000 ad-
ditional -students during the 1972-73 
academic-year; . ~ • ~_ 
One must wonder exactly what it is that 
compels the. Governor and the upsatate-
7Legislators, to'. perseucute the - City 
U^vers i ty^in this manhej:. Jjovernor 
JlbckefelIerV7 motives are- complex "but; -
support d£ d i c ^ r y Universiry growth. l i i e 
Governor's policy can also b e viewed as a 
political favor to upstate legislatures who 
- dislike spending money in New York City, as 
well as an attack on a long time political 
rival and present Presidential candidate, 
John V. ~ Lindsay.- Furthermore, the 
Governor has been quite concerned with 
impact of open admissions upon enrollment 
levels of the City's private colleges and 
universities. 
Finally, we must note that the Governor 
has, for quite sometime, shown considerable 
interest, in absorbing the City University 
into the State University of New York. This 
would provide the State University system 
with several prestigious colleges and allow 
the Governor to play a more active role in 
determining educational policv in New York 
City. -
"Of course, there are large discrepancies 
between the salaries , admissions and 
operating procedures of the State and City 
University. Most importantly, almost all of 
the State JJniversity's students pay tuition— 
something a high proportio 
of the City University's students— 
'••: ̂ especikHty opeti admission students siniply 7 
cannot afforti. In other words, the Gover-
nor's City University -policies most be-
viewed as a direct, attack^ upon, open ad-
• -missions."':r77~~7" .J~r'77~7 7"77r _•..'" v ..--7: 
It is ironic: to niAe just finw severe. the 
impact of tuition would be upon the students 
of tfife XTniVer̂ 5ity--̂ and 4iow little ieven a 
substantial tuition would contribute toward 
the operating, costs of the City University. ' 
In the academic year 196&69, one half of 
an\:CUNY students came, from families 
which had an income of less than $10,000 per 
year..Clearly, the proportion has risen, and 
risen to such an extent as ̂ to allow us to 
confidently state that the imposition of 
tuition would constitute a severe burden-for 
the majority of~CUNY students—and an 
unbearable hardship, for: those who have 
eatereed the University through the open 
admissions program—particularly third 
world students. 
In light of the above^ it is shocking to 
consider the rather small fiscal gain which 
could be made by the imposition of a tuition. -
A- recent study: ;has indicated that a" $400 
tuition charge (the_ highest amount cdii£ 
si^ered possible as an initial charge) would 
increase the City. University's revenues, by a 
mere7$37 million, less than 10 percent of the 
University's current operation costs. If open 
admission projections"" for 1974-75 are 
fulfilled, the sum will rise to $43 million, but 
will only amount to 6 percent of the 
operating costs of the University. It is im-
portant to note that tuition waivers, which 
would, probably be granted to the most 
needy of students, will result in a further 
lowering of this percentage. 
• We must* at- tins poinU consider the 
possible reaction of the: Board of Higher 
Education to the present crises. Chancellor 
Kibbee recently stated^'^auniversiry in the 
nation operates under the congested con-
ditions that now exist at <JUNY. To relieve 
the academic slum conditions on our 
campuses we: will b^r compelled to rent 
space. But the rentai:iEro«^ cotnes out of 
tne operating budget and that has been cut 
off. If capital funds^are also denies us, the 
adinissipi^ program;'' 
We "must, liowever^.expect even more 
drastic action.'It is doubtrol that the Board 
of Higher Education, aware of the inevitable 
reaction of both militant ând non-militant 
students of all political- persuasions, will 
attempt to-operate the University without a 
genuine open admissions program, a step 
which would undoubtedly transform the 
University into a battleground. Faced with 
l imited alternatives the Board may, in fact, 
simply choose to close down the University 
until sufficient operating funds are 
provided. -
It is of primary importance for all con-
cerned to understand that .^Governor 
Rockefeller possesses both the financial 
resources and governmental authority 
necessary to save the University—along 
with its free tuition and its open admissions 
program. The University's life depends, 
therefore, upon the actions of the Governor 
and upon the success or failure of the 
University's students and their parents, as„ 
well-as its faculty and adrmnistration, and 




NEEDS /Oi l 
If you ore interested or have any 
questions see Fredie, Utrice, Jose, or 
Dr. Perrone in Rm. 408 or 212. 
There are still some openings 
announcers, engineers, 
aM news personnel 
on our staff... V 
For further information 
come to our studio in 
Room 206 S.G. 
DANTE SOCIETY 
"RECEPTION" 
EVERYBODY IS INVITED 
DATE - Thurs. Feb. 10 
TIME- 12:00-2:00 
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HOURS R o c k y Blasted Again 
On t h e that Bobby Kennedy was weekly listening session to be held-every 
ishot, Mort6ahLihejx»litical satirist, w a s in 
. the niiddle of a perforniance at a club in 
San W^m^kfi^:r:^ai».Sf^:' news off Hie 
assassination reached h inv h e had Hie 
option of packing up and going home or 
keeping the club open and talking ahotrf fhe 
piece :dt American /history that had Just 
fauen into h i s lap. He asked the audience tot 
choose for him and almost unanimously 
^ 5 : 
later, whenever a tragedy occurs ^ e have 
the t e n d e n c y « a natkmtmd as individuate 
to go off quietly and let our TV sets do the 
, mourning or us. Walter Cronkite or David 
Brinkley become the communal lament, 
and we deny ourselves the right to express 
what w e feel. - - - / T :~'-'• 
Whatever we may personally think about 
MortSaWcH-RFK, there may be more than 
just a grain of Uuth in m e position above. I 
know that in my own life I have had many 
moments when I would have given a lo t to 
be able to express the happiness^>r sadness 
I was: feeling in a meaningful way to other 
people. And typically, I found the in-
stitutions of my society reluctant to en-
courage that expression. There are those 
days when I am so surrounded by the 
subway crush or the supermarket prices or 
the next deadline that I might just a s well 
b e a robot a s a person. I suppose it w a s to 
avoid this/eel ing of nonage t h a t i went into 
music early in m y Kfe, and I have learned 
since that if music can dor anything, it can 
give the beauty of buman^spfrituality back 
to all people. All mat is needed is the op-
portunity for it to do so. — -
It is with this in mind that the Music 
Department would like to announce a 
t-io^A n.m—in... 
room 1220. The first hour of the session will 
. be devoted t o the music covered in the 
courses being offered during the semester. 
Since Baruch does not as yet have a 
listening library,-this will provide an op-
portunity for those taking a musie course to 
get a more complete exposure to the music. 
The music of this hour, however, is by no 
means limited to music students. Anyone 
who wishes to i s welcome to listen. The 
In his messages to the legislature 
^Governor Rockefeller made clear he was 
more concerned with salvaging the private 
and parochial schools and colleges than with 
solving the problems of public education. 
His proposals will lead to the destruction 
of CUNY, SUNY and the public schools. 
Rockefeller proposed that the State U take 
over the City U and that tuition be imposed 
on the City U and State U comparable to that 
oTtfe^pnvafe~eoireges, mat is -$2$00.txrto 
$2,500.00. He h a s stated that he will increase 
second hour wflli)e avaflablcnfor music noT^^tlieairioxint^^tate-tOTirivate colleges from 
expressly related to course work 
This second hour will be: available to any 
student-'or any department who wishes to 
coordinate^ a program « of music and 
literature or music and a r t If, for example, 
the. Black Studies' classes would Hke to 
combine reao^mgs fixmi Malcome X with 
• African Tribal music, or American Soul 
Jazz—or anything they might consider 
appropriate—this hour would be theirs; 
their forum, their place to say through 
music and word what they feel, hope, 
dream, hate, or love. The. only thing 
required will be to set up the t i m e and the 
program with m e in advance so that 1) each 
program could be given the care and 
planning that would make it most effective 
and 2) each program could rece ive the 
advance publicity necessary to reach its 
audience. . * -.-.• v 
. I shall be available every Thursday after 
each listening session to work with anyone' 
interested in setting up his program. I hope 
to s ee all of you mere at one t ime or 
another. 
Thank you, 
Steven Porter, Music DepC. 
A Cry for Help 
- • > < • 
• S P . 
;•<;*: 
As we return to our campus this 
February,, w e aref faced with a grave 
humanitarian crisis> T h e Soviet Govern-
to 
Community. Tile 
very l ives of Russia's three and a half 
miffion Jews are at stake. 
Widespread cases of persecution and 
torture have become common in Russia. 
Here a r e only a few: 
SxXVA ZALMINSON—JEW—arrested 
and sentenced to prison for wanting to 
return to her historical homeland, Israel. 
Syiva i s serving, a 10 yr. sentence at the 
infamous Potma^Prison Camp. Arrested on 
June 15, 1970, Sylva was among the 
defendants on the D e c 1970 Leningrad 
Trial. She i s becoming deaf and has many 
pains in her head. Sylva receives no 
-medical aid. 
RAIZA PALATNIK, the heroine of 
on Dec. 1, 1970 and 
to a labor camp for criminals. 
Her "crime" is that she sought to be^a Jew 
and to return to the Jewish homeland. 
TLYA RIPPS—JEW—confined for two 
years- in a mental institution for seeking 
permission to emigrate to Israel. 
YURT FE33EROV--JEW--while serving 
a prison term has contracted Con-
junctiveitus and may become bund. He 
receives no medication andThas a 15 year 
sentence. .His "crime'* is his request to 
return to his homeland 
MICHAEL KORNBIJT—JEW-~serving 
a 7 year sentence, suffered a heart attack. 
In spite of thisTne must carry large i tems 
and do very .heavy physical:labor every 
day. His "crime" is his desire to excercize 
bis rights to live in Israel, his homeland. 
......And the list increases every day. 
Over three and a half million Jews face 
harassment, ^arrest and im-
at . a n y , time, -as well as. 
from their jobs. These are the 





Potma? What crimes h a v e our 
committed? Then* cr ime is a 
to return and l ive in; their 
the 28 million dollars of last year to 30 
million dollars. He h a s also publicly said 
that h e will find some way to get around the 
recent court ruling which prohibited the 
state from giving 33 million out of a possible 
€1 million dollars to private and parochial 
schools. At the s a m e time he has made it 
clear that there will be no additions to the 
amount allocated in last year's budget of 
CUNY and SUNY. 
We reject using any public money for 
L bailing out the private and parochial schools 
and colleges. These schools are not 
_ responsible to the public. They are con-
trolled by and set up for a very select group 
of people in our society. Parochial schools 
teach students .from a specific religious 
group to be essentially concerned with-their 
own group. Private schools essentially teach 
an elite economic group to only be con-
cerned with their c lass and themselves. The 
public schools, on the other hand, provide an 
education for all people regardless of their 
race, c lass or. religion. Because they are 
public, there must be a public struggle to 
shape and change the direction of the 
education in order to teach students how to 
4ive with one another in a democratic 
society. They are the only educational in-
stitutions accountable to the public. 
ff the private and parochial schools and 
colleges close—let thenx. "We welcome those 
students to the public schools and colleges-
where they belong Then we can build the 
unified student and parent movement, we 
Visas to emigrate to Israel. 
' Why i s Sylva ahowed to languish 
out now, w e will be facing the beginnl 
the second Holocaust. 
What can be done to help our Russian 
brothers? Silence on the part of each and 
every one of us will insure, the destruction 
of the Russian Jewish community. All 
people anust raise their voices in a common 
cry to/stop the persecution of Soviet Jews. 
We must help Soviet Jews in their attempt 
to return to their homeland. We must an-
swer the call for help from our brothers. 
Write your e l ec t ed o f f i c ia l s , 
congressmen, senators and President. 
Urge them to speak out now in defense of 
the Soviet Jewish community. 
Write or telegram President Nixon to 
make the plight of Rasafaa Jewry a top 
priority issue in his talks with Soviet 
leaders in May, 
Join us in demonstrating our support for 
Russian Jewry during the coming months. 
More inforrnation will be made available 
about the RALLY FORSOVTET JEWRY to 
be held at Baruch on March 9th. On th&day 
we will be staging a m a s s demonstration 
calling for the President to speak out now 
and help save Soviet Jews. 
Attend the Soviet Jewry Concert on 
Saturday Nite, March 1* a t 8:30 in the 
auditorium of Baruch College. Proceeds of 
thhr concert go directly to help Soviet Jews 
leave Russia and emigrate to Israel. 
This is a call to arms. We ask al l mem-
bers of theBaruch community to join us 
NOW in a united effort to save Soviet Jews. 
Help us open the iron door and allow Soviet 
Jewjs to emigrate to Israel. 
Chairman of Baruch Committee-—-
of Student Struggle 
for Soviet Jewry 
R o n S t e r n 
For further information on how you can 
help, contact Ron Stern at Hillel office (OR 
4-0626 144 E . 24th St. 
ministrators have all said that students 
have lost interest in r^Ktical^qrganizingjuid 
that w e have returned to"more constructive-
* and iniportarifractivities. What can be more 
important than fighting to maintain our 
schools? As long" as we sit back in .-the 
lounges and the cafeterias, the politicians 
and private interests will destroy _ our 
schools These - ̂ r e not idle threats. 
Rockefeller knows that he has support from 
- the Statelegislatureandtheprivate^schools 
for his proposals. In fact,: Rockefeller's 
-proposals are almost-identieal to ^ e p t e n r -
He is more concerned with bailing out The 
non-public schools and colleges than with 
solving the problems of- CUNY, SUNY and 
the public schools. 
This crisis has been brewing for years . 
Yet, every t ime the budget is cut or tuition is 
threatened students end up at each others 
throats. We all fight for our own l i t t lepiece 
of t h e pie, while the possibility of our 
education being taken away from us grows 
more and more ominous. All of us, Negroes, 
Jews , Italians, Puerto Ricans, Chinese, 
Haitians, Irish,; Japanese and everyone else 
are in this fight together. Fight together, we 
win; fight-each other, w e lose. 
The students of the State U who now pay 
tuition have always said, "The problem of 
no tuition i s their problem. Why should we 
support them when w e have to pay for our 
education?" We now have the ability to 
unite SUNY and CUNY students by 
•demanding no tuition in CUNY and SUNY, 
with SUNY students organizing upstate and 
CUNY students working in N.Y.C. The 
political clout of a unified student movement 
can begin to turn the upstate legislators 
around. They will be forced to take notice of 
the upset of the people in their areas with 
their plans to destroy SUNY and the public 
schools. I n o r d e r to save CUNY, we must 
fight for SUNY also. .. 
Our position is no tuition in CUNY or 
SUNY. We believe that education must be a 
responsibility of the society to its members. 
Nobody should be denied, a n 
Most of us are not rich. Our parents are 
working people, office workers, small 
businessmen or professionals. We cannot 
afford to pay the kind of tuition that they pay 
in Cornell , Columbia , and Roches t er . 
Tuition will mean that we will be closed out 
of higher education because we cannot 
afford to p a y . Most of the students in the 
State'Uarein the s a m e position. Rockefeller 
has made it c lear that he doesn't care 
whether we can go to college or not. 
Rockefeller's proposals are examples of 
class legislation directed at us and our 
families throughout the state: the lower 
middle c lass , working class , and poor of our 
city. Meanwhile our tax money is being 
awarded to the private and parochial 
schools to bail them out. 
We cannot let him do mis to us. The Gov., 
Pres. Nixon, legislators and college ad-
guarantee free public higher education for 
a l l . '- " ^ : " : • 
The United Community Centers Young 
Adult Group and Youth. Assembly are 
calling for a state-wide conference on 
February 12 to kick off the campaign to halt 
Rockefeller and the State Legislature. 
Demand of Governor Rockefeller a n d 
your State Senators and Assemblymen? 
1. No tuition in CUNY or SUNY 
2. No-public aid to private and parochial 
schools and colleges 
3. No budget cuts—we want all the money 
we need. 
United Community Centers 
Young Adults Group and 
Youth Assembly 
819 Van Siclen Avenue 
Brooklyn, New York 11207 
^ 649-7979 
COUNSELING AVAILABLE 
FOR BARUCH STUDENTS 
Would yocrtike to know that counseling services are avai lable wi thout cost to al l 
students at Baruch? This includes everyone f rom Freshmen to Graduate students 
in Day and Evening. 
You might apply for counseling- when you feel: 
I don't know what I want to be 
I have n o d e e p f r i e n d s h i p s . . . # 
I don't l ike what I am major ing in now but don't know what to choose. 
wish I had someone to date regular ly, 
feef confused and depressed, 
can't study. 
£ « r ^ 
•v AH students who would like to volunteer S 
hours a week to the center and those 
who already volunteered their 
please attend our staff meeting 
th i s Thursday, Feb . 10,1972. Room 313 S.C. 
at 12 noon. 
freeze when I have to recite, 
freeze on exams. 
I*d l ike t o move out orvmy own but I 'm fr ightened. 
I get along we l l In groups but don't do so wel l in one-to-one relationships. 
My mind becomes a blank, on dates. 
Counseling is voluntary ar^d confidential. I t is providing a situation where you 
can talk things over as you t r y to a r r i ve at your own decisions. 
Appointments can be made at your convenience-daily f rom 9:00 ajen. to 5:00 
p.m. Four counseling psychologists are avai lable in the Division of Counseling,. 
Baruch Annex. The Of flees,are on *he second f loor rear . The Telephone Number Is 
673-7700, Extension 335 and 337. v 
Please feel f ree to j nake an appointment and ta lk over any problem you m a y 
have w i th one of our psychologists, Dr. Jack Scharf, Dr. Vincent Bryan, Dr. Ann 
Hiscox, and u r . Helen Si lverman. 
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-....__.._ THE VISITORS-
Elia Kazan's latest film, while being 
technically good, leaves the viewer uneasy 
for two reasons. The film is about people, 
some of whom are Viet Nam veterans, and 
although it is relevant to our times it an-
swers or solves no problems. In addition, its 
subject matter has an .inherent, un-
pleasantness that tends to make one un-
comfortable. 
— Shot on a low budget a t the Kazan's home 
:—tn-Connee&cutr the fHm-has-tbe took of 
Prodocedby 
TOE VISITORS 
Directed by :." 
Screenplay by ^ . 
Photographed and Edited by. 
.ChrhvKaxaa and 
Nick Prof ere* 
EUa Kazan 
.Chris Kazan 




honie movie. The story is about two army 
\ buddies that come to^vistt^pyoai^^conple 
living in the house of the girl's father. The 
husband apparently testified in the court-
martial of the two men and'was responsible 
for their being convicted of the rape of a 
Vietnamese .girl. What follows are a series 
of e m o t i o n a l l y arid phys i ca l ly v io lent 
episodes.. 
While the film is honest fn its presentation 
--and the characters are real enough, the total 
import of the film is questionable. What we 
are simply left with is a technically good 
film that is ultimately unsatisfying. Where 
Dalton Trumbo's "Johnny Got His Gun" 
aroused our emotions to a zenith and Raoul 
Coutard's "Hoa B i n h " crea ted unex-
pressable feelings of anger, sympathy and 
general unpleasantness, _THE FISITORS 
fails. ' ' * 
The point i s that if you are going to make 
people feel uncomfortable about a situation 
. you must also arouse these feetings t6 the 
point where people will want to do 
something about it. THE VISITORS does 
not. -.. * ' 
The Treat Club-
During Intersession 
Many events took place during our in-
t er se s s ion r e p r i e v e from school . The 
TREAT CLUB members were scattered 
from Vermont (Jay Manne) to the glorious 
beaches.oi J a m a i c a . ' V X ^ . - -..,_-
Oiar President; lilrv « e e N^as able | o em-
bezzle only enongh money to stay at a $3,00 a 
day room in Jamaica: While our Vice 
President, Miss Mona had to remain in 
Jamaica-, L.I. But, while the President was 
away, the rest of the club was at play. 
Our first "TREAT" ^was donated by Mr. 
Andrew "Q"Gerard. The Host with the 
Most, (the most what, Robin?: 
They were entertained by a few people 
that work behind the scenes, for the Mona 
Sandler Show, including Mr. "Q" himself 
and our darling Little Miss Lynn, to say the 
least—who will be dancing into your hearts 
each week at our parties in the Oak Lounge. 
(Only if Barry Goldstein starts coughing up 
some $$$$$.) 
The show was SL flop, but we regained 
ourselves by holding onto the air in the 
room. The party was held in "Kew" Gar-
dens. 
This party was followed by a pajama 
party. Somehow it was very convenient for 
everyone to leave their p.j.'s at home. 
(Right Paula.) 
Our next "TREAT" was the surprise 
party for "LOVEABLE, LITTLE, LYNN 
KLEINMAN." With the help of Mama 
Kleinman and the V.P. they got things 
going. Mama Kleinman in her see-thru 
nighty of course (Shelly—go to sleep you 
canrl read that part.) 
The "SUPERSTARS" .Pussy Katz and 
Dirty Dingus) were unable to serenade the 
crowd. Our Mr. Katz had a little too much to 
drink and remained at bowFs edge for quite 
some time; bat it was "Good GRIEF" that 
saved the day by offering to take him to 
White Castle before they headed home. 
Joe-Joe "WARTS" also came a little, light 
that evening. Having had his warts removed 
he carried less of a burden. (Joe-Joe your 
pants were .a little-baggy) 
IT WAS A FINE EVENING! 
Thank you Ding for the Dead Cahooney 
(cockerrbach) it really wasn't necessary. 
~ The invitation was also extended to 
"Rosie *- Miss Polver" who by some freak 




^ Pres. of the Jr. Class 
V.P. of The Treat Club 
& Sec'ty L.K. 
Barry Wayne . . . 
Martha Wayne . 
Bill ScbmldT . - _ 
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Opening Data: February 
Theatre. 
Directed by 
Screenplay by . - -
Director of Pbotog^pj,y .**.-*.""*. 
Zee - . . . . - • . . . . " - . . . . 
R o b e r t . . . . . . _ ; . . . . . 
SieUa -" ." ' . •" . ! ' - - . '" . 
Gladys , . . . \ . -. 
.A ..KastnerAaddbK^gr p i**^^ ^_cala inbia .PJctnrea. 
Release. Rttaaiac Ti«n«: j ^h^-V' So mlnate*. MPAA 
Rating: "R". Ope^^^ ti^gi January 2*. W72. At Loewz 
State II & OrpbeuK, -rbe^,**. 
-• Elliott Kaatner 
Jay Kanter aad 
AlanL^dd.Jr. 
~- Brian Hntton 
Edna O'Brien 




M« rSaret 1 .eight on 
Michael Caahman -and 
TO FIND A MAN 
TO FIND A MAN is a modest and highly 
likable motion picture. It is well directed, 
written ama acted. It begins without any 
'prologue'and ends exactly where it should. 
In other words, TO FIND A MAN, is a 
thoroughly professional job of film making. 
As you've probably noticed the one sheets 
around town say that the.film is about a "... 
boy who got a girl OUT of trouble." Being 
the story of a brattyLand self-centered young 
girl who persuades her next-door boyfriend 
to help her out of her predicament, the film 
has its two leading stars as its main assets . 
Pamela Martin as the young girl and 
Darren O'Connor as the boyfriend are sheer 
naturals. They-are honest and confident in 
their performances and sure to be i ieard 
from again soon. / 
'' All in all T o ^IJ-TP A MAN is an en-
tertaining and v^njf lS motion picture. 
Executive Prodtic*,. 
Produced b y . . . . . . 
Directed by . - • - . . . ' . . - . 
Screenplay by - - . . " . . . 
Original Novel by •.""... 
Director of Photogj^pfey 





Dr. Hargrave . . . . 
Mr. Katchatnrian . 
Pete 
Rick . . .< . " * . - . 
Modesta 
T 0 * X * O < \ M A N 
C^t 
-Mori Abrahams 
. . . .Irving Pmcas 
BuzzKulft 
Arnold Scfanlman 
S J . Wilson 
Andrew Lazlo. AJ5.C. 
David Shire 
. -Pamela Martin 
. .DarrenO'Connor 







A Pincos-Abrahau,$.|CnHk r e a c t i o n . A Colombia Pic-
tures and Rastar pr<xi»lct>
0^$ presentation. In Color. 
Running Time: I i^gr, 33 ffiitx^gf. MPAA Rating: GP. 
Opening DaterJaaxjary 2a jy^J ^ ^ e Col0™bia II Theatre. 
X Y f r Z E E -
X Y & ZEE is a mishmash of t-'WhoV-"" 
Afraid of Virginia Wool£? \ "Sunday Bloody 
Sunday" and 'The Killing of Sister 
George." It is not as good as any of its 
progeria tors and it, unfortunately, comes 
across as a sham of reality? Although 
technically good its cast of talented per-
formers labor with the yoke of a bad 
screenplay. C~ "'"" 
-_^TheJBlm.is-abQut a:wealthyand unhappily 
married couple, Zee and Robert. Robert 
very openly takes-a mistress and Zee, hr 
desperation, attempts to destroy-everyone 
and everything. There are numerous knock-
down-drag-<)ut fights and moments of 
tenderness, but they are ineffective in so 
much as the characters are basically un-
believable. 
This almost total lack of truth is 
s o m e t i m e s ^ c l e v e r l y hidden behind 
numerous s c e n e s of s ty l i sh c lo thes , 
beautiful interiors; chic cocktail parties and 
kooky people. It i s not hidden well enough. 
The performances in themselves > are 
adequate with Michael Caine giving the 
performance of greatest depth. Ms. Taylor 
and Ms. York are here only surface people. 
Margarejt Leighton_as the kooky Gladys has 
taken a step backwards from her brilliant 
performance in last year's "The Go-
Between". 
X Y &^ZEE is a disappointing motion 
picture, but only one in a rash of shallow 
shilly-shally of late. 
ARTS 
by Michael Agranoff 
Rating Scale: l ; 2 ; 3 ; 4 ; 5 
TherUUe^of J q a n l t a C M U v . 3 -• 
K i t c h e n e t t e : 4 
Two plays, both-written by Ronald Tavel, 
are currently nmning Off-Off Broadway. 
They are being presented in the Theater of 
the Lost Continent which is a stone's throw 
from the Hudson River. It took m e some 20 
minutes to find it. 
The first startler, "The Life of Juanit£ 
Castro," tells about the attempts, of a 
director trying to cast his play. Michael 
Arian, as Juanita (yes, that's right) held m y 
attention, as most likely everyone else's, by 
his actions and ?ir>n^» l̂ appearnance. These 
alone are worth a few laughs. They go 
through various routines and then stop in 
s o m e t i m e s humorous pose^s for an 
imaginary camera. 
I liked" the second play, "kitchenette" 
much more than the first. The stage was set 
up as ajatoheri 0u a movie set. The two 
m a » r '^Sars,- $ta*-y 1^0fOtioV a& ~3or~and; 
FreariC'Greojj a s flattie, play their parts 
-well as a sejey but c°l$ vsdfe and a hot but 
desiring husband- Tl^y gp through various 
arguments ar^ ^heu ^ ^ abruptly halted 
qaasi-love -scenes- Tf^y a^e later joined by 
two rather odfl cte*r&ctf*r$ ^w*^ appeared to 
have just popped o u t of iyfad Magazine. 
If anyone doe* s^e ^ play, pay careful 
attention to the ^y^** cafce scene, for you 
won't stop laughing £6* xninutes. They go 
through other various xvyd antics with each-
other, which? K^pS jjje audience in 
hysterics. 
Even though tD^se ^ o P^ays s^e missing 
basic important chaf^otgristics of a good 
play, they are w^^lh ^ i r weight in laughs. 
So if you are depr^sS^d. 0 r bored with your 
everyday syntironie, So see "The Life of 
Juanita Castro" aQd ''Kitchenette." They 
will change y 0 u f T^OO^ eIJtirely-
Theatre of the Lost Continent 
presents 
Two Plays 
bv RON ALX> TAVEL 
THE LIFE OP JUANTTA CASTRO 
directed by JOHN VACCARO 
Juanita - Mickael Ariaa 
FMiei \ w Misai WMie4ack 
Che Sosaa R»«fc«« 
KaaJ Latee 
Popo .Oesic 
Jo . . . M a r y Woroaov 
Mikie FreaVic Gleam 
Mikry Naaey Lea 
Joe . . .".'.'.Harvey Flerateaa 
I-Tlmmaker . . .Harvey Tare! 
"Wrary" - m B ^ M t>A^' CVAVNOR 




Thurs. Feb 10 
OAK LOUNGE 12 Noon 
/ / / / DUCK SOUP 
BOILS OVER 
by Rob Muhlrad • 
The nex: a m e Barry Hoffman gees up _r. 
front of an audience tc make ar. an-
nouncement, watch out. It was Barry whe 
had the unwanted task of informing a 
packed and enthusiastic auditorium that 
Richie Havens would not appear for Con-
vocation. It was also Barry, who had the 
misfortune to declare to the audience on 
January 14 that the showing of the Marx 
Brothers' "Duck Soup" would have tc be 
discontinued. 
"Duck Soup" and "Abbott and Costello 
Meet Frankenstein" were scheduled to be 
shown in the North Lounge but the turnout 
was larger than expected so the location was 
moved to 4 South during the Abbott & 
Costello movie. A faulty projector, which 
resulted in the burning of three frames, 
caused the showing of "Duck Soup" to be 
suspended. Trying to live down \ h i s 
reputation as a harbinger of bad news, 
Barry, who is Coordinator of Campus 
Affairs, promised that the Marx Brothers 
film would be rescheduled for Thursday, 
February 10, at noon in 4S. 
The two comedies (the movies, not 
Barry's announcements) were part of the 
Campus Affairs program, jointly sponsored 
by Student Government , House Plan 
Association, and the 212-Staff. The program 
will be a continuing series during the Spring 
'72 t erm *»with 
scheduled for 
Friday and Sa 
screenings will be* in 
refreshments, including 
and punch, will be 
scheduled films include "The Boys in the 
Band," "What Ever HappeneoNto Baby 
J a n e ? , " " T h e Wolf m a n , " "Monkey 
Business," and of course "Duck Soup." This 
film series is in addition to the regular 
Friday Film Festival. 
Committee members are Barry Hoffman', 
Marilyn Knispe l , ^ a a ' Yablow,^ Mitch 
Greenstein, Mike Agranoff, Larry Latour, 
Austin AcoceDa, Anita Haberman and Rob 
Muhlrad. 
showings a l ternate ly 
y afternoons and 
nights_ The free 
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•\ BASKETBAIL CHEERS 
, : ? * 
All sidelines should jbe repeated. JB» 
times unless otherwise stated. 
1 -Jump up Norman, jump up a little 
bit, get that jump ball 
2 Jump, jump get that ball, get that ball 
3 Check yourjnan, check your man and 
don't tet him"shoojt 
4; Hey, hey take it away, take that ball 
the other way 
...... J>_ Away, .away, away, away, take^thaL 
ball away , ~~~. -..-".."" " "̂  
6 H^tve l b (clap;nc1ap) leFs go Tclapr 
Clap5^' - .^rts^ss^'v 0 - ' 
Heave ho (clap, clapX TeVs go (clap,* 
clap) -
To the rim, come on get it in, hey hey 
hey 
7 The team's alright (2-3-4-5- times) 
8 Score score you did it before, you'll do 
it again * - r *" 
9 Tie score, tie score we want the high < 
score "".•"•• — 
10 Knit one, purl two, Fancy pants yoo 
hoe _/' 
11 Ourteamis red hot, your team is all 
shot,, bang bang 
.12 Take thatwhistle out your nose every 
e you breathes it blows 
I3-v Jley hey hey blue and white you look 
so good tonite 
14 Sitting on a bandstand 
Beating on a tin can 
Who canT - . ———— — - -
We can ' 
Nobody else can Fight 
15 We shall not be beat, we shalTnot be 
beat - ^ ^ 
16 Hey hey, ho ho John Jay gonna beat 
us, Hell no , 
17 Lawdie, Lawdie Lawdie, we're 
coming in, bringing hell and ... 
18 Come Baruch kick their ass 
— is a thing of. the past.-. ~ . 
19 Hands up, Get tough 
20 Defense 
21 Get' hot out their, get hot . 
22 Baruch's on a w<ai^»th onh abb 
.^ ^ 23 ^nUfnrnia nrwitowrTrTni> rnrjmi ^ 
r We play op^oopDteijBrt.lor practice 
24 Oh boy, you didn't nave your Wbeaties 
Too bad you lost the game tonight 
Go back and try to "get some wheaties -
Come back and try to win someday 
25 We bad, we know it, twice we gonna 
_-<shaw i t 
26 Thunder, thunderation, we're from 
Baruch's delegation 
len we fight wifl| determination 
rvcrea£e a great sensation 
27 ^Xet's go, t's go, let's fight, let's beat— 
BASKETBALL 
t-of its shots in 
h basketball team 
h over Newark 
N.J. gym Wed-
Photo. Hy^St^^uiiU-l • r 
28 S-o-u-1, soul team sock it to me now 
29 Tigers, tigers goona come back 
(Louder) - •—*. 
30 - JLookie, lookie, lookie, look at our 
team 
Hey look at our team 
Lookie, lookie lookie look at our team 
Here they-come; here they come 
lookie lookie lookie look at our team. 
31 East side, West side, we want it in-
side, slnkit / ^ 
32 Do like the army does shoot it, shoot it 
Do like the navy does, sink it 
Al Gross and Hill Panoff won in the 
Intercollegiate Doubles Tournament.,. The 
top 4 scores go to West Point to play in the 
semi-finals. The team that has been running 
second to us in the year is St. Johns who in 
the regular season fell second to us in the 
first round Tournaments, 3rd was Queens. 
In Sundays game the team defeated. St. 
Johns, 5-2. The first 2 games Baruch 
averaged 280 and shot -2000. Pace and 
Queens hot on the heels of St. Johns and 
Baruch split Pace vs Queens-^-beat Queens 
.5-2. Pace now is in 2nd place. 
Baruch's new member Louis Fatore -who 
as a freshman is a new -find for our first 
place guest and takes co-captain Greg 
Jentzen who played left to participate in the 




Harold Soshnick, a 21-year-old senior 
from Flushing, N Y . , has been elected 
.. captain of the Baruch College varsity tennis 
team for the spring, 1972 season.....At was '_ 
announced this week by coach BobOiyone. 
Last season Soshnick improved steadily, 
and wound up as the number three singles 
player. He compiled the second best record . „ 
in doubles play.;iCl^ . ^ 
Soshnick attenderf -Queens^ College ̂ tot a 
year-jand-a-half, before transferring to 
Baruch in January, 1970 to major in ac-
counting. 
Baruch will open a 17-match schedule on 
March 29 against Brooklyn College. This 
season Baruch will be playing in the 
Metropolitan Tennis Conference for the first 
tinie. Last season, the first in varisty 
competition for the school, a 3-5 record was 
posted. . 
"I'm glad we got into the league," notes 
Soshnick. "Playing against better com-
petition we will get better." 
Photo feyr 5twv« Miller 
Tryouts 
Hitting a torrid 63 per 
the second half, the Bai 
ran up a solid 94-69 
State at the loser's 
Inesday night, - - ----- ? - - - , , - - ^ -
The- victory was the third straight for' the 
Baruch team and ran its* r-ecord to 8-5.. 
Newark State has a 4-12 record. 
Coach Bobby Sand was^abl^r to clear his -
bench using all 16-players. Eleven players 
iscored with seven getting nine or more 
points. * .. —— 
Cary Jordan was high scorer with 17 
points. He also^was the top rebounder .with-
;~-l2 althougn^playing onrjr-25 minutes." 
Ed Westmoreland, like Jordan a fresh-
man, came up with his biggest scoring 
night, getting 16 points. Norman Taylor had 
13, Aldrich Carnegie 12 and Bill Robinson, 
Mark Stein and Warren Wilkerson 9 points 
each. .._-".. 
Wilbur Aikens led Newark State with i f 
pointSv followed by captain Dan Pocus with 
15. ' . - . 
During the first half Baruch was outshot. 
and outrebounded. An early five^poiht 
Baruch lead was wiped but by 10 straight 
points by the Squires. "̂  
Baruch came back with seven straight 
and the home club countered with a run of 
five. When Pocus hit a jump shot with 4:47 
left in the half Newark State" opened a 31-24 
lead. -
In just over four minutes Baruch using a 
'pressIh|fdeTense~rah brfa 15-1 burst and was 
ahead to stay. BiH Robinson started the 
comeback with a steal and solo layup. Cary 
Jordan came up wTtFT another steal^a6d 
scored uncontested. 
Ed Westmoreland hit a jumper and 
Jordan drove in for another basket that tied 
the score/at 32 with 1:36 left. The Baruch 
man-to-man press continued to be effective. 
Westmoreland converted two free throws 
and Baruch went ahead. He followed with a 
three-point play. Tomas Smith picked off an 
errant pass and scored and it was quickly 39-
32. At the* half Baruch ted Ah36. -^ w . 
Any student interested in trying out for the 
Baruch College varsity tennis team should 
report to room 608, at 2:30 p.m. on Monday, 
February 14. Candidates should bring a 
racket and gym clothes. If a candidate 
cannot attend Monday's session, he should 
contact coach Boh Givone before Monday in 
Jhe Athletic .Department, room 725. 
Photo by: Alvin G. Col«man 
[shetf tfa^firsL Jordan put in a 
Carnegie bit a jumper, Jordan drove in to 
score and Robinsb^ w ^ t ^ the middle for a 
bucket and it was 49-36. Newark State never 
came closer than nine points after that. 
A13-3 streak midway through the second 
half made it 68-48 and Both -coaches began 
clearing their benches. 
In the first half Baruch made only 15 of 50 
shots for 30 per cent. The second half saw 
them hitting 25 of 40 for 63 per cent for an 
overall average of 44 per cent. Newark State 
hit 33 per cent of its shots for,the game. 
Baruch also won the. rebounding battle in 
the second half 27-17 to wind up with a 50-49 
edge. Robinson's 7 assists tied a single game 
high this season set by Westmoreland 
against New York Tech. "̂  
TONY DAY 
The Basketball Game 
- # 
on February 17 
Will be Played In honouj-
^ -el Tony . 
Do You Know Enough About 
„LSD" 
Professor Luria Does 
Come Hear Him Discuss it. 
Thurs. Feb. 10 at 12:15 
Room 425 - 24th St. Bldg y •y / 
*Ky 
Presented by the Psychology Society 
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 8,1972 TICKER 
- ^ -
"f^ftL..*V^r*irt;'jf. 
